
Click-clack the rattlebag 
 

In the story we read there was a boy and his sisters boyfriend so when the boy was done 
his homework he asked the boyfriend to take up to bed then he asked the boyfriend to tell him a 

story not too scary but not boring then the boy asked the boyfriend if he knew about the click 
clacks and the rattlebag  the boyfriend thought it was a joke he asked where if he heard the story 

at school the boy said they sometimes tell them the story at school. So the boyfriend asked the 
boy about the click clacks and rattlebag  so the boy sad they wait until you're not paying attention 
to your surroundings and then they come out of the darkness and take you back to their lair and 
suck your blood out “like a coke” and then the boyfriend starts to think about the click clacks and 
rattle bag the boy didn't tell him about the rattlebag so he asked then the boy said the rattlebag 

hangs your bones up and they rattle in the wind and then when the boyfriend started to think then 
he heard click clack click clack then the boyfriend feeted some bony thing grab his hand the end. 

 
The main message of the story is to always pay attention to your surroundings and things aren't 
always what they seem like when in  the story the boy became a click clack things are not what 

they seem. . I would recommend this book to a friend  because there's a main message that people 
don't think of kinda like don't talk to stranger. 

 
My connection to this story is when i was 8 and my brother said we were going to a wonderland on 
halloween remember i was only 8 so we went  when we got there and i got so scared everything i 

still remember  it now when i think of it it's funny though this is my connection to the story like 
when the boy brought the boyfriend up to the boys lair things aren't what they seem boyfriend. I 
kinda know how the boyfriend felt being tricked into something very scary like the  boyfriend was 

tricked into going upstairs.  
 
 

 I like this book because i wanted to know what would happen next like would the girlfriend find 
the boyfriend's bones up stairs and what would the click clack or the boy say to the sister. it was 
thrilling book but the author could have made the story longer. Reading this text i never lost my 

attention i wanted to know what would happen next.   
 
 

Some parts of the story they explained the setting well “the moon was almost full and blue and 
white moonlight shone through”  they did a good job of foreshadowing about the click clacks like 

when they talked about how they get you when you're not paying attention.  
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